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JOB DONE, LET THE REFORMATION BEGIN

BY DEREK BENNETT
We all know how sods law works, you butter your
last, to quit the EU - although I would have liked
toast and add a good dollop of marmalade, then
to have been at the count to watch history in the
drop it and for some reason it always falls
making.
marmalade and butter side down. Sods law struck
Since that fateful result in the early
for my wife and I after we booked a weeks holiday
hours of June 24th, all hell has broken out
to Sorrento starting on the 20th June. I always
politically, David Cameron has resigned and
book my holidays after the local elections are over
Jeremy Corbyn is in serious trouble with his own
as it is usually safe to go away then. As I thought
party. There have been accusations that those of
the referendum would not be called until either
us of more mature years have ruined the futures of
September or some time in 2017, I felt safe to take
the youth of the country. Sadly, as the youth have
a break and then sods law struck a short time after
been brainwashed with a constant diet of pro-EU
when David Cameron announced the date was to
propaganda from the moment they walked through
be while we were away - a classic case of sods law
the school gates as infants, and through the rest of
indeed.
their education with Monet professors in
However, a lot of momentous things
universities who are paid to promote EU
have happened while we have had past holidays in
propaganda, none of them realise that the older
Sorrento. Our first visit was in 1990 while the
Continued on page 2.......
first Gulf war was taking place and the knives
were being sharpened for the Conservative
stabbing in the back of Margaret Thatcher. It was
after she had gone and the grey man, John Major
took over, I began to realise in 1991 just how
THE MAGAZINE OF THE
damaging to our democracy EU membership was.
FREEDOM ASSOCIATION
Again, in 1995, when we were on our fifth visit to
the Grand Vesuvio Hotel in Sorrento, John Major
For membership (cost £30 per annum)
resigned to stand as Tory leader again after all the
which includes copies of Freedom Today.
trouble his subservience to the EU had created in
his party. The following year, 1996, after our last
Contact: The Freedom Association,
visit to the same hotel I joined the Referendum
Richwood House, 1 Trinity School Lane,
Party, was selected as a candidate and my political
Cheltenham, Gloucestershire, GL52 2JL
activity began. So in a way, it seemed fitting that
after a twenty year gap, when we were once again
Tel: 0845 8339626
in the Grand Vesuvio Hotel, Britain voted, at long
For page 2 scroll down
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Job done continued:
Nicola Sturgeon has been
generation have the wisdom of
having a hissy fit and is now threatening
years behind them - which is why
to call another referendum for Scottish
we voted to leave.
independence as she wants Scotland to
Unlike the brainwashed
remain enslaved to the EU, this is a
youth, those who voted in the last
betrayal of the Scottish people. If they
referendum in 1975, when we were
break away from a free UK they will
the youth of the country ourselves,
lose the Barnet formula which means
know of the deceit of the pro-EU
the average Scottish person is better
extremists. We, after all, were
served democratically and financially
victims of lies when we were told
than the people of England. During
we were only voting for a trade
Tony Blair and Gordon Brown's
Derek
Bennett:
on
agreement and there would be no
leaderships there was a high ratio of
holiday on the day of
European laws imposed upon us,
Scottish Ministers in Parliament - they
the
referendum
there would be no loss of
were running the UK while the Scots
sovereignty and the threat of a
were moaning about being governed by
single currency had been eradicated. It is no
the English!
wonder, after we were so seriously mislead, we
We now wait for the Tory and Labour
had no option but to correct the huge error many
parties to sort out their leadership problems and
of us made in 1975 - we have saved the
for the negotiations for British exit to begin. The
inexperienced and brainwashed youth from the
first part of our job is done, we now have to ensure
same mistake we made in our youth - in years to
those negotiating our EU exit do not, once again,
come they will thank us for saving Britain.

BRITAIN'S GREATEST DAY SINCE VE-DAY
BY COLIN BULLEN
We won! After all the lies, the sneers,
disdain. When we look around the
the threats, the interference from
country we can see that all those such as
Cameron's foreign mates, the childish
manual workers of the North, the
warnings from Osborne, the years of
fishermen, and the people who work hard
being brushed aside, called racists,
for a decent wage, not having obscenely
morons, xenophobes and stupid we
large salaries paid to them for
have triumphed over the arrogant
meaningless jobs in public relations or
political establishment and the
the media, have voted to take back our
vacuous
celebrities,
pampered
country. The parasites who infest the
luvvies and self interested, overpaid
opulent mansions of North London joined
denizens of boardrooms.
forces with so many of the Scots who
The fight is not yet over as
hate the English, and don't realise how
the days ahead will require us to
much worse they would be under a
Colin Bullen: the
defeat the Scottish harridan, the
German hegemony, in an attempt to keep
fight is not yet over.
metropolitan liberals, and the
us trapped beneath the rule of Juncker
propagandists of the BBC. Many of
and the arrogant pseudo fascists of
those who voted to remain in the EU are behaving
Brussels.
like spoilt children who, when they cannot get
It has been claimed that the vast
they own way, throw a tantrum and shout about it
majority of the younger generation supported the
not being fair, although it is perhaps not surprising
Remain campaign but, having been at our local
that anyone who supports the undemocratic rule of
count, I know that there was actually no way
Brussels bureaucrats should have only contempt
anyone could know the ages of those who voted.
for the democratic decision of the British people.
These statements are based on the opinion polls
This was a victory for those whom the
who have once again proved that they are as about
politicians have patronised as hard working
as reliable as Mystic Meg on a bad day and it is
families but whose views they treated with
Continued on page 3.......
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Britain's greatest day continued:
absurd to make claims about the percentage of
young versus old etc based on their meanderings.
At the count I was probably one of the oldest of
the Leave supporters, some of them looking about
twenty. It is about time the opinion polls were
laughed out of town. Lord Cooper of Populus
assured Cameron at 10 p.m. on Thursday that
Remain would win by twenty points!
Why the hell shouldn't older people
vote. If this is a democracy then it's one man, one
vote, not one man or woman up to 25 (or
whatever age you choose) and the rest can just do
what they are told. The youngest have been
subjected to years of pro EU propaganda via the
schools and the BBC. They have not yet
experienced the need to get a job, buy a house,
obtain maternity services etc and with age will
come wisdom. There are some now claiming that
if the franchise had been extended to sixteen and
seventeen year olds Remain would have won.
What next, ask the babies in their prams?
We stand with the steelworkers of
Sheffield, the railwaymen, the coal miners of the
North, the fishermen and all the ordinary people
who are the backbone of this country. This was a
victory for ordinary people and the working class.
The overpaid and selfish metropolitan elites, with
their celebrity groupies and those abroad with
whom they have always had more in common
than with their fellow countrymen, have been
defeated and they don't like it, or even believe it.
It is time the supporters of the failed
Remain campaign grew up, accepted that the
people have spoken and began to work for the
success which awaits our country as we once
again become an independent, sovereign nation,
looking out to the wider world, not obsessed with
the declining and doomed European Union.
The stout common-sense of the British
people has defied all those who would have
destroyed our freedoms and have once again
made Britain a beacon of hope for the world.
Today those of us who have fought for our
democracy over so many years feel, as Churchill
said of his American guests the night of Pearl
Harbour, as if we have been delivered of a long
pain, and we can, as did he, go to bed and sleep
the sleep of the saved and thankful.
As the great man himself would say
"Advance Britannia!".
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Mayhem In France by Cy Charles Ross, £9.00.
A wartime adventure based on real experience in
occupied France during the Second World War.
It depicts a young member of the Fleet Air Arm
naively volunteering for operational duties;
allied to the French resistance.
Top 10 Reasons to Leave the EU by
John Petley, £9.99. This short and easy-to-read
book sets out the main issues clearly and
succinctly, spelling out the benefits of regaining
our independence.
A Life Most Ordinary, One man's life
experiences and the effects of change especially
with the UK's EU membership by Ken Wight,
£7.99. How life in the UK has changed over the
last 60 years especially in Slough. Furthermore
it sheds light on the way that the political elite
has forced the citizens of the UK into an
uncomfortable position with the EU.
The Dark Side of European Integration by Dr
Alina Polyakova. Polyakova studies the rise of
the far right in the EU, Europe and beyond.
Concludes that member states may abandon the
EU in the interest of national protection, or a
new European identity will integrate Europe.
This is the intended but still unrealised outcome
of European integration.
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